Effects of stimulus distance on measurements of dark convergence.
Dark convergence is often measured psychophysically by aligning two dichoptic stimuli, which are briefly flashed in a dark surround. In the present study, the effect of different stimulus parameters on dark convergence measurements was investigated. Chief among these was the effect of viewing distance (50, 100 and 500 cm) of the stimulus. Measured dark convergence was biased towards the actual viewing distance of the stimuli; this effect was stronger with bar stimuli than with point-and-line stimuli. Measured dark convergence depended on the viewing distance to a lesser extent if bar stimuli were observed through pin-holes (open accommodative feedback loop). The subject's knowledge of the viewing distance had a small but significant effect; the size of the nonius bars had none. To reduce artefacts due to the stimulus distance on psychophysical measurement of dark convergence, point-and-line stimuli should be used at a viewing distance of about 1 m. In this case, the effect of stimulus distance can be about 0.25 meter angle (ma), averaged over subjects, but it may be as large as 0.5 ms in some individuals.